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Let’s Get Real – Session Objectives

• I audit, therefore, I qualify
• Real-time performance auditing primer
• Strategic considerations
• The power of data analytics in the real-time toolkit
• Real-time audit high impact case examples



• Real-time auditing is just auditing… but it goes to 11
• Ye Olde Auditor Paradigm: To Be Proactive or Reactive, That is the Question I Ask 

of Thee
• Dynamic risk assessment: Right risk, right time, right plan
• Get Hungry: Increasing auditor risk appetite
• The incredible value potential of public assurance
• None Shall Pass! Auditing standards considerations
• Do or Do Not, There is No Try: Creative real-time audit reporting
• A golden opportunity: real-time auditing prospects in a COVID world
• A few quick real-time audit stories

Some Strategic Considerations…
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Of the corny pop culture strategic considerations discussed a few slides ago, which of the following is your favorite film that was referenced: Spinal TapShakespeare’s HamletMonty Python’s Holy GrailStar Wars The Empire Strikes BackNone of the Above (get some more recent references!)



Denver City Auditor: Real-time audit of
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)

• Great recession: President Obama 
signed ARRA in Denver

• Assigned audit team on the day Act was 
signed

• Real-time audit strategy
• Initial pushback
• Interim reporting, real-time corrections
• Assurance and transparency
• GAO Congressional Testimony cited 

Denver as a best practice



Oregon Secretary of State Real-Time Audits
• SOS Audits Division Risk Assessment 

Strategy
• Oregon Transportation Investment Act
• Oregon State Police SAFE Kit Processing
• Oregon Human Services Integrated 

Eligibility System
• Oregon CARES Act Local Government 

Audits
• Oregon Prescription Drug Monitoring 

Program
• Oregon Special Report on SNAP Fraud



1st Poll Question



Real Time Analytics and Audit
Looking toward the future
By capitalizing on the wealth of 
data now available—from 
business activities as well as 
external sources—auditors can 
generate valuable new insights, 
provide greater assurance, and 
rewrite the rulebook on 
traditional auditing techniques.



Real time analytics benefits





Real Time Data Analytics to Find Food 
Stamp Fraud





Fraud Scheme



Top 30 List – Using Data Indicators

• Average transaction amount by store
• Percent of Even Dollar Transactions
• Number of multiple cardholders
• Distance Traveled-using GIS
• Multiple same day transactions
• Merchant owner using personal card at store
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top 30 merchants we turned over to OIG investigators and law enforcement.



Carniceria Mi Pueblo
#1 Merchant on our top 30 list



Compelling fraud story told through data

Store Type Average Transaction Average % Even

Convenience stores
Mini markets
7-11

$6 ~5%

Walmarts $33 ~5%

Safeway/Albertsons $24 ~5%

“Dollar” stores $8 47%

Meat markets $37 12%

Carniceria Mi Pueblo $54 51%



Two digit Benfords Law test reveals fraud

Find fraud with the click of a button



Visualizing transaction amounts over time





Most recent merchant suspected of fraud



Visualizing outliers

Normal gas stations 
average between $4 
and $8 per transaction

Shell “X” averaged $35.36. 
Most of any gas station in 
Oregon and 534% of the 
statewide average



Hundred dollar transactions



Abnormal client travel 

Shell “X” Competitor Next Door

Red = more than $500   Green = $100 to $250

Yellow = $250 to $500 Black = under $100

40 minute drive to store (each way) Frequent clients live within walking distance



More stories



Results to Date

 7 Merchants investigated
 Over 250 individuals prosecuted
 Mexican Drug Cartel operation 

taken down
 Oregon received $300,000 grant to 

continue developing the work
 FNS working with other states to 

implement analytics and GIS to 
identify merchants/clients 

 Decreased fraud from other 
merchants

 Tens of thousands in restitution paid
 Continuous real-time monitoring 

occurring and partnering with FBI, 
OIG and local law enforcement



2nd Poll Question

Presenter
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When presented with the evidence, which of the following would have been a better alibi story for the fraudster in the case example than saying he was vending exotic cheeses:The store signage, including the exquisite buy-one-get-one-free Hostess Twinkie sign, were actually pieces of art painted by Picasso He was a proprietor of rare vintage quaffs highlighted by his offerings of TAB, Mellow Yellow, Mr. Pibb, Crystal Pepsi, Jolt, 7up, and New Coke sodasTrying to bribe the prosecutor with three free SNAP cards (and some cheese)Saying nothing and just pretending to be invisible



Real Time Analytics To Fight Opioid Abuse 
and Misuse





28



What is the Prescription Drug Monitoring 
Program?
• Oregon’s Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP) collects 

information on controlled substance prescriptions within the state
• Promotes public health and safety
• Improve patient care
• Supports the appropriate use of prescription drugs



Opioids and Substance Abuse in Oregon

• Oregon consistently ranks high for drug misuse 
and abuse

• Oregon seniors and teens are significantly 
impacted by opioids and substance use 
disorders

• 6th highest percentage of teenagers with a 
substance use disorder

• Highest rate in the nation of seniors hospitalized for 
opioid-related issues
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as overdose, abuse, and dependence. Seniors’ long term use of prescription opioids also increases the likelihood of falls and fractures.



Key Findings

1. OHA could better use PDMP data to analyze trends and identify 
questionable behaviors

2.   There is no requirement for prescribers to use the PDMP

3. Some key prescription information is not collected 
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PDMP Data
• PDMP data could be better used to identify patterns of possible 

opioid misuse and abuse
• Hot spots
• Criminal activity from Doctors
• Criminal activity from Pharmacies
• Doctor shopping
• Over prescribing
• Dangerous drug combinations



Doctor Shopping Analysis



Doctor Shopping Analysis
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Risky Prescribing Habits
• Certain combinations of prescription drugs can be dangerous, 

even deadly, when taken concurrently yet are being prescribed
• Our data analysis revealed 4,270 people who were prescribed a 

dangerous combination of three drugs (opioids, benzos, and 
muscle relaxants) in the same month, which can be lethal if all 
taken together 

• During a 36 month period, 860 people had been prescribed all 
three for at least 10 months





Data analytics to ensure safety of children in 
care with child care providers
Audit methodology:

Matched approved day care providers to:
Oregon sex offender registry
Criminal history (felonies and 

prohibited crimes)
Violations of child abuse and neglect 
Violations of abuse against an elderly 

person or a person with a disability or 
mental illness



Federal law expanded background check 
requirements for child care providers
• For the first time the law expressly disqualify individuals with certain 

criminal backgrounds from caring for children. These criminal 
backgrounds include: 

• registered sex offender
• convicted of a violent misdemeanor committed as an adult 
against a child
• convicted of a felony consisting of murder, child abuse or 
neglect, crimes against children, spousal abuse, crimes involving 
rape or sexual assault, kidnapping, arson, physical assault or 
battery, or certain drug- related offenses



Audit results – concerning crimes



Audit results  

• Oregon agencies have differing and inconsistent interpretations of 
disqualifying crimes and rules affecting how rigorously background 
checks are performed

• Better coordination is needed to share new and relevant information 
regarding criminal activity

• Shortcomings to the sex offender registry lessen the ability to protect 
children



Improvements made in real time

• Working with the agencies during the audit allowed for changes to be 
made immediately as they were discovered and shared with the 
agencies. These included:

• Following up on child care providers with a registered sex offender in 
the home

• Disqualifying individuals with concerning crimes
• Correcting inconsistencies in the law
• Partnering and connecting with OSP to identify sex offenders



Wrapping up in Real-Time

• Offline follow-up and networking welcomed

• Thank AGA New York Chapter for Opportunity to Present at Virtual 
Fraud Conference

• Thank session attendees for your time, on and off attention during 
our presentation, and especially for your service to the nation

• Auditors are needed now more than ever – Let’s go get it!
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